F&P Brevida™
NASAL PILLOWS MASK

Designed for Confidence. Built for Comfort.

Gaining patient confidence is key to successful CPAP therapy and patient confidence begins with a mask that fits and is comfortable.

www.fphcare.com
Key features and benefits

**Adjustable Headgear**
Adjustable headgear which is designed to stay in place during sleep.

**AirPillow™ Seal**
The innovative AirPillow™ inflates to form a gentle and effective seal.

**VisiBlue™**
Blue highlights incorporated into the mask key components assist patients with daily mask use.

**Washable Diffuser**
The diffuser, which reduces noise and air draft, is washable and durable.
The innovative F&P Brevida™ AirPillow™ Seal

**Two seal sizes**
Extra Small-Small and Medium-Large.

**Extra-thin, soft seal**
Sealing region made of extra-thin (0.25 mm) soft silicone to provide a gentle seal.

**Versatile pillows**
Versatile pillow geometry to fit a wide range of nostril sizes.

**Stabilizing side supports**
Side supports designed to reduce the likelihood of the seal dislodging during sleep.

**A gentle, soft seal**
The AirPillow™ seal inflates to form a gentle ‘pillow’ of air and seals in and around the nose.
Fitting your F&P Brevida™

Step 1. Hold the silicone seal away from your nose and use your fingers to carefully spread open the soft side supports of the silicone seal and then guide the two openings into your nostrils.

Step 2. Hold the mask frame in position with one hand and pull the headgear over your head with the other hand, positioning the straps above the ears as per the fitting image above.

Step 3. Gently tighten or loosen the headgear straps on the sides of the headgear until you achieve a comfortable seal.

NORTH AMERICA/ASIA-PACIFIC REORDER CODES

MASKS
BRE1SA Brevida Extra Small-Small (one XS-S seal)
BRE1MA Brevida Medium-Large (one M-L seal)
BRE1SMA Brevida XS-S and M-L (two seals)

SPARE PARTS
400BRE111 Brevida Seal Extra Small-Small
400BRE112 Brevida Seal Medium-Large
400BRE120 Brevida Headgear
400BRE151 Brevida Headgear Clips
400BRE161 Brevida Diffuser
400BRE171 Brevida Elbow
400FPH241 F&P Swivel 2

EUROPE / AFRICA / SOUTH AMERICA REORDER CODES

MASKS
BRE1SU Brevida Extra Small-Small (one XS-S seal)
BRE1MU Brevida Medium-Large (one M-L seal)
BRE1SMU Brevida XS-S and M-L (two seals)

SPARE PARTS
400BRE111 Brevida Seal Extra Small-Small
400BRE112 Brevida Seal Medium-Large
400BRE120 Brevida Headgear
400BRE151 Brevida Headgear Clips
400BRE161 Brevida Diffuser
400BRE171 Brevida Elbow
400FPH241 F&P Swivel 2